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Dear Parents/Carers,
What an absolute joy it has been to have our school full of children again! They have returned beautifully-evidently so pleased to
learn and play alongside friends. Bosmere returning to be its vibrant and lively self is just the way it should be! Thank you for clearly
helping your children prepare for their return and for your continued and ever present support.
We have still marked some special days this month, whether in school or out. World Book Day (partly in school and out) and Red
Nose Day (together in school) have been highlights of the month. The 19th March saw a burst of colour and laughter throughout
school as children looked the part and played the part sharing jokes and laughter!
Wishing you all a wonderful Easter Break.
Mrs Green ☺
World Book Day
The Masked Reader

We hope you enjoyed the Masked Reader competition-I know the staff certainly enjoyed
creating their characters and compiling their clues! The staff became all different characters,
from elephants to fairies, even a guinea pig!
In case you missed the winning entries, the following children correctly guessed between 12 and 15 out of 16 of the readers and
received a brand new book, which I hope they are enjoying over the hols!

Gabriella Studd, Cain Studd, Bethany Darrington, Darcey Beckley and Erin Firman.
Despite not being together, this special day was still marked with assemblies and book shares on zoom. Children in school read
extracts from their book or talked about their book. It was lovely to hear the children talk about their books and share in the joy of
reading favourites for their friends.

LKS2 have been constructing bird boxes for our feathered friends

During the final week of school being closed to the majority of pupils our LKS2 Key Worker
children were lucky enough to make bird boxes for our school grounds. The materials were all
supplied by West Suffolk College and the children were guided through the construction process
in a live Zoom session with Mr Tunbridge, a carpentry and joinery lecturer from the college. Each
child successfully assembled and fixed the individual parts and the boxes were painted with
stencilling techniques on a subsequent day. The finished products look amazing and can now be
seen in trees all around our grounds from the car park to the bottom of our field.
Although we may be a little late for this year, we are keeping our fingers crossed that at least
some of the boxes provide nesting habitat for our resident blue tits and wrens. Keep an eye out
for any nest box activity!
Enquiry in Science
In our Science learning, in fact in much of our learning at
Bosmere, enquiry is at its heart. Our learning may start with a
question, an investigation or a reason to find out some
information.
LKS2 have been
enquiring-how do
forces act between
magnets? They
explored a variety of
different magnets
and whether they
repelled or attracted.
They found out that
like poles repel and
unlike poles attract.
It was good fun!

Our busy and bustling Nursery!
In Saplings the
children have
enjoyed all being
back together. It has
been joyful to see the
children excited to
see friends, both
human and furry! We
have also been lucky,
to have even more
new human friends
join us.

Red Nose Day
Bosmere definitely wasn’t the traditional blue on 19th March, everywhere we looked there was a sea of
red!
UKS2 hosted a Red Nose Day Quiz in the hall, before
sharing a joke in front of their friends. It was a good test
of children's general knowledge and we particularly
enjoyed some very creative team names as well as
some really cheesy jokes!

Thank you again for
the fantastic

£431

we raised!
Apple Class and their scarecrow

Basketball against the clock!

Apple class with their 'Syd' scarecrow, inspired by 'Grandad's
Island'-a lovely story about treasuring our loved ones and
remembering they can always be near to us however far away
they are…so fitting for the time!

On Friday 19th March, the Sports Partnership visited Bosmere to
run a basketball skills event for UKS2. Competing against the
clock, teams used their dribbling, shooting and passing skills to
accumulate points that will be used against other local schools.

What a marvellous Syd you created Apples! I wonder how many
passers by have spotted him children, along with all of our other
scarecrows in our trail?

It was lots of fun in beautiful sunshine on the MUGA.

A welcoming party as we drive into the car park
UKS2 put their creative skills to the
test by joining the Suffolk Library
Scarecrow trail too.
Taking inspiration from their class
novel, The Explorer, each class
designed and made a scarecrow to
match the characters in the book.

Nursery’s Scarecrow
Saplings also joined in with the community library
project to create a book character for World Book
Day. The children collaborated beautifully, working
as a team collecting materials to create their ‘Stick
Man!’ scarecrow!
Who doesn’t love a Julia Donaldson book?

Doesn’t he look amazing!

KS1 recreating St Lucia in Needham Market!
Fern Class have been using all of
the skills learnt in art to create a
display linked to our topic St
Lucia. We have created parrots,
toucans, snakes, turtles,
hummingbirds, flowers, plants,
trees and a class mountain of one
of the Pitons.

What a bright a vibrant display it will be. As ever, our children are working alongside each
other as well as making their own individual contributions. Lovely!
Look out for the finished display in our next edition of BOB!
Don’t forget our Easter Art Competition…

